MoVE - Modular Validation Environment for Medical Device Networks
PoCSpec - Modular Specialisations for Point-of-Care Medical Devices
PoCSpec

- Expected project start: November 1\textsuperscript{st} 2018
- Consortium: 5 device manufacturers, 1 development service provider, 1 SME, 3 research institutes
- Ideas and project outline
  - Domains:
    - HF-Surgery
    - Endoscopic Devices
      - Camera
      - Light Source
      - Insufflator or Pump
  - New Concept:
    \[
    \text{DevSpec} = \text{ModSpec} + \text{ModSpec} + \ldots + \text{Device Specific}
    \]
DevSpecs and ModSpecs

- Grey: Device Specialization (DevSpec)
- Green: Module Specification (ModSpec)
- Blue: Vendor-specific extensions